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Company details

E-mail: sales@slanovskiy.com

Website: www.slanovskiy.com

Phone: +1 347 770 5917

Ukraine Scype: slanovkiy

Viber, What's App: +99 557 456 75 75

Production & Delivery times

P Production time 2-3 weeks

P Delivery time 1-14 days

Production time depends on order size

Delivery time depends on your store location.

Product

Design

Slanovskiy supports in first priority our retailers so that you can work happily with our product. As a 

company we are supporting the repeat order business. We feel strongly that a close working 

relationship between manufacturer and the retailers is the best way into a successful future. We are 

in the bridal business together, and we can only exist if our customers are profitable.

Alexandri 75

Chernivtsy 58000

The Slanovskiy 2015 range consist of 200 designs & 3 lines: Carla Sposa, Medici & Slanovskiy. The 

dresses are made in Ukraine, in one of the best factory well known for their excellent eye for quality 

and fitting. Best running styles are recommended to be kept as a sample. 

The Slanovskiy design team is formed by several designers from all around Europe. During the season 

we gather ideas and sketches from all the World market. These ideas are all collected and being send 

to our design unit that's transformed it into collections.

Slanovskiy factory

mailto:sales@slanovskiy.com
http://www.slanovskiy.com/


Special orders

Surcharge for extra or less skirt length is can be from free to 10%

Plus sizes

Surcharge for size over manufacture size 50 is 10%

Surcharge for size over manufacture size 60 is 20%

Shipping costs

Promotion

Website

On our website www.slanovskiy.com we have a two important goals, inform a bride about our collection 

and get them to a Slanovskiy retailer as soon as we can! If you have any great ideas for our website 

we would love to hear about them!

Social media

We use Social Media to get in touch with brides and stores and try to promote our brand and our 

retailers as much as we can. Facebook and etc. are all mediums that we use, like and promote us online 

so we can stay in contact and do the same for you.

Real brides

We would love to receive pictures from real brides wearing our designs, if you have images to share 

please send them including the bride information (date/name) to info@slanovskiy.com. It will give 

your store extra publicity and gives us a chance to show our designs worn by real woman and styled by 

professionals.

For all your requests on marketing, promotion, logo’s or images please contact us at 

info@slanovskiy.com

Slanovskiy usually uses EMS as our delivery company. All shipments can be traced online, and 

deliveries have to be signed by consignee. In order to keep to shipping costs as low as possible, we will 

combine as much as possible dresses for one customer. Actual shipping costs will be specified on 

Slanovskiy invoice. All prices are not excluding shipping charges.

Extra, or less skirt length is often possible, but not for all styles. For requests about a shorter or 

longer skirt pro style please contact our customer service. All our dresses have enough room in the 

seam to down or upsize one size.

Slanovskiy does charge extra for plus sizes. Our regular size chart goes from 40 – 48 Ukraine (8 – 18 

UK or 6  - 16 US).


